1. Introduction
A Circuit-Based Oracle Model
This paper examines the relationship of two complexity measures: Turing machine time, a uniform measure, and boolean circuit size, a nonuniform one. A major goal of complexity theory is to show either the separation or the equality of various classes. The former is typically done by using a diagonalization method and the latter through some form of simulation. Oracles have been used to show the limitations of these techniques, especially since [BGS75] . Howevert oracle techniques have been tailored to Turing machines: to talk about relativized circuits, the circuits had to be simulated on a Turing machine based model. Consequently. a good deal of power has been lost due to that simulation. To examine the fine structure of relativized circuit complexity, an intrinsically circuit-based oracle model is required. The new model is introduced in this paper. The power of. this approach is shown by the three theorems below.
Main Theorems
Using the model. we are able to obtain the following results: (a) There exists an oracle B such that~f,B has bounded linear size circuits relative to B. This tells us that we will not be able to obtain non-linear lower bounds for the circuit size of sets in P (or NP or~f for that matter) with a proof technique which relativizes. This shows a strong relativizable structural difference between the classes P and R (random~olynomial time). Both classes are already known to have polynomial size circuits (Adleman [Ad78J). Here, the expected extra power of R is witnessed by the polynomial gap in their circuit sizes.
Related Results
In examining poly -size (the class of sets accepted by polynomial size families of circuits) versus the polynomial hierarchYt it turns out that we know very few concrete facts. Certainly we know that P cpoly-size J and Adleman [Ad?8] In order to relativize these classes, we have to settle on what kind of computational query device is to be used and appropriate ways to measure its complexity. Now the device used to examine relativized versions of classes such as P and NP has long since been decided: the oracle Turing machine. Its complexity is simply the running time with a query taking one step. The same model is used to relativize PSPACE, although there is no agreed on definition of the proper space measure (the issue being whether to or how to count the use of the oracle tape).
For a discussion of oracle Turing machines and some of the original relativizations of the polynomial hierarchy (here abbreviated to PH), the reader is referred to [BGS75] for an excellent exposition of this subject. Recall that, for an ora-
Hete, to relativize circuit size, we've had to introduce the notion of relativized circuits. A relativized circuit will have n inputs (in terms of which its size will be measured), generally one output, the standard kinds of gates (and, or, not, 1, 0) , and oracle gates. An oracle gate is a k-input i-output gate which on input x of length k outputs 1 if x is in the given oracle, 0 otherwise. Definition SizeA(t(n)) will be the set of those languages L for which there is a family of circuits fan~relative to the oracle A such that L n fO, 1~n -is the set of strings accepted by an and each an has no more than t (n) edges.
Definition
For any oracle A, poly -size A is U Size A (n k ).
Ie
This model has been introduced and has had some properties analyzed in [Wi80] . For example, the existence of an oracle X was shown such that Np x is contained in Stze X (2n+o (n) These results seem hard to improve. Indeed, a sub-product of this paper is that they will not be improved by means of a relativizable proof t,~ch nique..
The central role of III and~fnITf in the comparison of uniform and non-uniform complexity measures is emphasized by the following:
Facts -if there is a sparse set~;-hard for Ni) (that is,
-if there is a sparse set~r-complete for
Examining fact C, we see that if '£f~ITl, Certainly, proposition 1 tells us~hat factA is not likely to be improved, and won't be by any technique which relativizes.
An interesting issue· is whether one can establish non-linear lower bounds~n the circuit size of sets in P or NP. That is, we would.like to improve fact B. The following theorem shows that any such improvement will require~·a proof that will not relativize.
Theorem 2 Given T, a run-time bound) there exists 2.1 an oracle B such that V c ,k~1,
For the proof, see the appendix.
where NEXT denotes NTIME(2 0 (n»).
where NEXP denotes NTIME(2 n°( 1»). Corbllary 3.1 also shows, due to the separation mentioned above, that even a minor improvement in the consequence of fact C is unlikely, and this would still be true under the far stronger assumption that /:if had (bounded) linear size circuits. Further, the corollary dashes any hopes of easily exhibiting non-linear circuit-size lower bounds for sets low in the polynomial hierarchy.
The last two corollaries show what can happen to hierarchies more complex than polynomial time. Corollary 3.2 is interesting in view of fact B(ii). Here we have an oracle B for which NEXT B has linear size circuits but 'LjlB n nj,B doesn't even have polynomial size circuits. Also, note that~f,B,~nf,Bcannot be contained in NEXT B Corollary 3.3 exhibits the most com,plex set that we are able to give polynomial size circuits under relativization. For this oracle, PSPACE B (here the query tape is counted in the space bound) also will be in poly -size B, and yet NpB#coNp B (because NEXPB#LjP,BnnI P,B ).
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As is usually the case with this approach, we can relativize the opposite state of affairs, which means we can't rule out any improvement in our knowledge. That is, there will be no relativizable proof that fact B(i) is the best possible, which we show by exhibiting an oracle for which P has non-linear lower bounds on its circuit size. A simple way to do this is to pick an oracle relative to which P =NP, and then P = '£frlil{ so Vk, P t:. Another possible extension would be to examine relativized circuit depth. This, hoV\-ever, seems to present the same messy problems as does relativized space for Turing machines.. No measure seems particularly appropriate. Given an oracle node, would it have depth one? Or perhaps we would want to charge log s, where s is the size of the query.
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[KLBO] So there will always be an ex satisfying the requirements of step 2.
But actually, we must examine 'n =I<i,x >! in terms of Ix I. The coding can be done efficiently, so we'll say that I<i'~x> I =Ix 1+ 0 (Ix I). SO the size of <i,x>ex, B in step 1 and one string in step 2. Thus, at the beginning of step 2 of some stage N, the total number of reserved strings is less than
circuit. We must ensure that such ana: exists and that it grows sufficiently slowly.
Construction of B Proof of Theorem 2.2
The proof of this theorem is essentially that of theorem 2.1. To characterize f1{,B, we define a com-
To say that L Ef1{,B is to say that there is a machine M i which, with the oracle K(B), accepts L.
Step 1 of the construction of B above is changed
The size of the circuit <i,x >0: is .n+lal= log T(cin~) + Cink, + n + k.,.log n + log Ci + 2.
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Proof of Theorem 2.1 Let M i be an enumeration of the deterministic query machines with time bounded by T (Ci n k,) . And let NM i be the matching enumeration of nondeterministic machines.
To show that the class lvTIME B (T) has small circuits, we will examine all <i,x > (for a SUitable encoding <.,. » of a particular length, find a short a: I and put <·i,x >0: into either B orB. Our goal is to construct the oracle so that. I would like to thank Charles Rackoff, my advisor t for many original ideas and countless hours of useful discussion. Silvio Micali also provided much help in the writing of this paper.
The query <i,x >a: will form the small circuit accepting L n (0, 1~n. Thus, i and a: will be fixed inputs to the query node and x will be the input to the Define the diagonal sets as follows:
As we construct our C, we ensure that r:rc; f1. Np C and that no family of n k -sized circuits will accept L k (C).
In the construction, k varies as follol\Ts:
initially k~1 and max~1
lse~k~1 ; max~max+ lJ. Also, let NM i be an enumeration of the nondeterministic oracle machines with polynomial run-time bounds Pi (n).
The construction varies between two st~ps, the first ensuring that each NM i C does not acc$.i::~tr(CY, the second that no circuit of size~nk accepts Lk(GJ.
Construction of C initially C~¢, n~1, i~O, k +-Land max"" 1
Step 1: i~i + 1 increase n so that n is larg er than the leng th of any string queried or reserved at any earlier step and Step 2: increment(k) increase n so that n is larger than the length of any string queried or reserved at any earlier step and we need to use k n k log n + log d strings x of length n to cancel all circuits. Since the number of possible strings x I 2 n , is larger than the number we need, we'll always be able to find an unused one in the loop of step 2.
No circuit of size~n k can query a string of k .
..("1 length greater than n , so addIng x On to C in step 2 will not affect the behavior of the circuits. QED
Proof of Theorem 5
The diagonal set is here defined to be
Furthermore, each L k (D) will be guaranteed to have the property that
;> at least half the y's, Iy I = Ix Ik+1,
The construction of the oracle proceeds in stages. At each stage we decide the fates of strings up to a particular length. Each stage consists of two steps: in the first step we ensure that pD will have small circuits, in the second step we diagonalize across the small size circuits to ensure that no n k -sized circuit family can accept L k (D) . To avoid conflict, st.ep 1 will add to D only strings of the form z 0 and step 2 strings of the form z L J::hough each step may reserve strings of any form for D.
As before, we let M i be an enumeration of the deterministic query machines, here with polynomial run-time bounds. Without loss of generality, we'll assume that each machine will finish its computation on inputs of length n within n 10gn steps. And the function increment(k) is defined as in the proof of theorem 4. The small circuits that we give to pD are almost identical to those constructed in the proof of theorem 3. After finding an appropriate a, we put strings of the form <i,x >0.0 into D to form the query circuit (node). ; end construction Any earlier step 2 will not interfere with the determination of an ex according to the requirements of step 1. This is because in any step 2 of a stage l, no string of length greater than l gets reserved for lJ, and any string reserved for D ends in a 1. Any step 1 at a stage n will reserve at most n 10gn 2 n =2 n +log2n strings. If all previous step l's are examined as well, they will have reserved less than 2 n + log2n + 1 strings. So in step 1, choosing a sati.sfactory ex of length n + log2n + 1 will always be possible.
Construction of D
Precondition 1 of the niceness of m ensures that no previous step 2 interferes with the construction in the current step 2.
Precondition 3 guarantees that there will be enough (unused) strings x to complete the until loop of step 2 (as in the proof of theorem 4).
It remains to prove that, for each required x in step 2, enough elements ofH(x) are unreserved. Now step 1 has reserved less than 2 n + log~+ Istrings, and the until loop of step 2 has caused nothing longer than m lc = n to be reserved (so the latter strings can be ignored). We need at least half of H(x) to be I<i ,x > I. But since the encoding is efficient, this .t.ranslates into size 211, + 0 (n) circuits for languages in pD. QED
